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      Shot at by Isis in Iraq and chased by rebels in Côte d’Ivoire, James Bevan refuses to give up his   dangerous mission – to find out who supplies the weapons to the world’s war zones. By Tim Bouquet
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ost people do not don full body 
armour to go to church, but 
when James Bevan entered  
St George’s Syrian Catholic 
Church in Qaraqosh, the  
largest Christian town in Iraq’s 
Nineveh Plains, he was not 
looking for God but guns. Inside 
the building was ransacked. 
Altar pictures had been ripped 

from walls now covered in Islamist graffiti.  
The last service took place here at 4pm on 
August 6, 2014, when Islamic State fighters 
drove out 50,000 residents, minus those they 
had forced to convert or pay tax or had been 
sold into sexual slavery or slaughtered. 

It was November 2016 and Qaraqosh had 
just been liberated in the Iraqi drive to defeat 
Islamic State in its stronghold of Mosul,  
15 miles away. Bevan, 40, soon found what  
he was looking for. With a torch he peered  
into an ammunition box and photographed  
a manufacturer’s lot number. “Eastern 
European, manufactured 2009.” He moved 
through mounds of rockets and mortar shells 
and AK-pattern assault rifles recording every  
item. Most had been manufactured in Eastern 
Europe. Some had been bought by the US and 
exported legally – destined for northern Syria 
and American-supported groups fighting 
President Assad – but had been diverted 
through battlefield seizures, fighters switching 
sides or by criminal gangs into the hands of 
Isis in Iraq and used against US-sponsored 
forces there. Others had been smuggled 
illegally through Turkey and Jordan direct 
to terror groups financed by Saudi Arabia. 

James Bevan has made it his life’s work  
to discover how the hardware of war is  
getting into the wrong hands, and to stop it 
happening by lobbying governments and arms 
manufacturers. He is the founder of Conflict 
Armament Research (CAR), and the weapons 
and munitions he catalogued in Qaraqosh, 
along with those found in Mosul, Fallujah, 
Tikrit and a host of Syrian battlefields, form the 
basis of Weapons of the Islamic State, a 200-
page report published by CAR last December. 
A unique record, it is the result of a three-year 
investigation that catalogues more than 1,800 
weapons, nearly 41,000 units of ammunition 
and 40,000 tonnes of raw materials for making 
bombs, shells and IEDs, and traces them back 
to their country of origin and supply routes.

Although he has lived a life in war zones, 
James Bevan has few fears for his safety.  
“I have never been particularly vexed by what 
I do.” Not even when he was chased by rebel 
Hilux pick-ups, their machineguns blazing, 
across the wilds of Côte d’Ivoire? “My leg did 
shake having to keep my foot floored on the 
throttle of my Land Cruiser racing off-road at 
80mph. They couldn’t catch us. I think they 
thought I was a lunatic.

“You get used to being shot at. We try to 
minimise the risk so it doesn’t happen often. 
We go in fast in pairs, driving soft-skinned 
[minimally protected] vehicles so as not to 
attract attention, but you have to weigh that 
against triggering an IED when the chances of 
getting blown up are bloody high. Usually we 
are in secured areas with troops who know 
what is going on.” 

Even so, the front line can change in 
minutes, as Bevan discovered when a machine 
gun opened up at him in Mosul. He says he  
is “pretty used” to removing weapons from  
the dead in Iraq and Syria, too, but his 
experiences in Uganda had a bigger impact. 
“There I was talking to living people, kids who 
had been tortured, mutilated or gone through 
unimaginable suffering. Much more disturbing 
than the streets littered with bodies that we 
worked through in Mosul.”

and rockets in the thousands. It was impressive.”
CAR, which has a mandate from the EU, is 

the only organisation of its kind in the world 
that traces and documents weapons and related 
munitions in the field. It operates out of a small 
office in north London, but Bevan and his  
28 staff spend most of their time embedded 
with national armies and other security close  
to the front lines in Iraq, Syria and Yemen and 
across Africa’s tracts of strife, which is where 
his unusual career choice began. 

Bevan stepped out of the terminal at 
Entebbe airport in 2004 to be greeted by  
a representative of a small local NGO who 
would drive him into the north of the country 
to interview child soldiers from the Lord’s 
Resistance Army (LRA). The LRA was leading 
a vicious insurgency in the area, infamous  
for abducting children as soldiers and facially 
mutilating women on a massive scale. 

Bevan, then 26, had been working as  
a part-time librarian for two years at the 
Geneva-based Small Arms Survey, which 
provides information on all aspects of small 
arms and armed violence for governments, 
policymakers, researchers and activists, when 
the head of the programme said, “Do you 
fancy going to northern Uganda?”

Bevan said yes without hesitation. His 
mother had been ejected from the country 
along with thousands of others by Idi Amin, 
but he knew little of where he was going.

“Ten minutes from the airport we were 
approaching the Entebbe courthouse when 
this guy comes running out,” he recalls. 
“There were police everywhere with AK47s. 
They shot him dead on the bonnet of the car. 
I thought, this is going to be interesting.”

All the soldiers he interviewed in 
government reintegration camps were 

teenagers. Some had been soldiers for ten 
years. “As part of their brainwashing and 
initiation into the LRA they had been made  
to kill their friends, family members, kill each 
other to break all links with normality and 
threatened with stories that spirit ghosts would 
bring them back if they fled.

“My life was so distant from the horror they 
had suffered that perversely the only common 
ground we had was talking about the weapons 
they had used. Sometimes that’s all they could 
articulate.” A pattern emerged. LRA weapons 
from eastern Europe were supplied by 
Khartoum in neighbouring Sudan, which was 
fighting a civil war with insurgents armed by 
Uganda in what would become South Sudan.  
It was an out-of-control proxy war.

Bevan filed his report and headed to 
another region of Uganda called Karamoja. 
Semi-nomadic pastoralists who drove their 

M

What shocked him even more was the 
“industrial scale” of Isis armaments factories. 
“The technicians, designers and procurers who 
had worked for Saddam had operated under 
UN sanctions for more than ten years and had 
developed ways to get around a lack of foreign 
weaponry. They were sophisticated, ambitious 
and organised, and when Saddam’s Ba’athist 
regime fell they switched their logistical and 
technical capacity to help create an Islamic 
State caliphate. Isis did not happen overnight.”

When Bevan entered a large warehouse 
complex in Mosul, he found reams of 
paperwork and blueprints for IEDs, 
improvised weapons and even armed drones. 
“Procurement was centralised. Every single 
piece was documented with lot numbers  
and quality control stickers. Production lines 
across Iraq and Syria were churning out 
mortar bombs in the tens of thousands  

the ‘industrial 
scale’ of isis 
arms factories
shocked him

Iraqi soldiers inspect 
weapons collected after 
retaking Fallujah, 2016

Bevan photographs 
ammunition in Iraq

Improvised rocket components 
made by Isis, Al-Obaidi, Iraq

Chilean-made fuse, 
recovered from Isis, Iraq

Isis suicide belt found on 
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cattle across northeast Uganda, north Kenya, 
southeast and south Sudan and southwest 
Ethiopia – an area roughly the size of the  
UK – were involved in inter-clan conflicts 
described by the local veterinary association 
he was to work with as “cattle rustling”. 

“The cattle rustling was conducted with 
machineguns and mortars,” he says. “In 
Karamoja there was no government presence 
so I was handed on from one warring group  
to another. My passport was that I was there  
to help them protect their cattle. You are 
protected only by the people you are working 
with and the trust you can engender.” These 
communities had changed little in 2,000 years. 
“The only items of modernity I saw were 
those yellow plastic cooking oil drums that 
they used to carry water, and Kalashnikovs.”

Bevan spent months on end living with 
various groups who traded cattle for guns 
coming out of Sudan. “We were frequently 
raided, slept outside and survived on a meal 
every three days of sorghum porridge mixed 
with milk and blood and cow’s urine to give it 
a bit of spice.” Related deaths were running at 
more than 1,000 a year, although he says he 
didn’t fear for his safety. “I remember being 
very hungry and very tired.” Early on he 
thought, “I’m way too soft for this existence.” 

For more than three years he roamed with 
the cattle clans of Karamoja. “Traditionally it 
was accepted that they would fight each other 
periodically over grazing rights, or steal each 
other’s livestock. When they were conducting 
raids with spears the impact was limited.  
You cannot easily penetrate a village that is 
protected by a 14ft-high solid thorn fence. 
When you introduce automatic weapons it 
completely tips the balance.”

This was the turning point in James Bevan’s 
life. “I realised that if you want to understand 
a conflict you have to get on the ground. You 
cannot do it from outside. And slowing the 
supply of weapons and ammunition will only 
turn down the thermostat on a conflict if  
you establish where the hardware and the 
munitions are coming from and who is 
supplying them. Suppliers are not going to 
advertise what they are doing.”

In November last year Bevan was in Mosul 
at an army observation post as Iraqi special 
forces led the fight to retake the city from 
Islamic State. “The fighting was intense, street 
by street, building by building. We could see it 
less than a mile away,” he recalls. “American 
B-52s were dropping massive bombs. We had 
Apache helicopters coming in over the top. 
Alongside us a US observer team was calling  
in airstrikes on the partially destroyed building 
next to us. The noise was jaw-dropping.” 

Bevan and his CAR colleague were using 
the observation post as a base from which 
they were going out on sorties with an Iraqi 
army unit to recover weapons and IEDs from 

partially cleared streets where snipers were 
still operating. Two Iraqi Humvee columns 
had been hit by car bombs that day.

“We were back at the post and watching  
the fighting when a load of stuff came flying  
in about 18 inches over our heads and spat  
into the wall and the ground where we were 
standing.” They ran to the back of the post to 
take cover as the rounds continued to come in. 

When it stopped Bevan went to investigate 
“what had been shot at us. Where we had been 
standing there were half a dozen 50-calibre 
bullets used in a heavy machinegun. When I 
picked them up they were still hot. Superhot.”

Fit and broad-shouldered, Bevan sports 
head stubble and talks with a soldier’s 
pragmatic understatement, using war-zone 
phrases such as non-state parties and conflict 
resolution. He said he always had a keen 
interest in military history, but the closest he 
got to the military was as “a Royal Marines 
cadet at school in Maidenhead”.

His mother studied for a postgraduate 
degree in agriculture in Kampala, specialising 
in disease-resistant strains of beans. His father 
owned a baking and bread-making supply 
company in the UK. Bevan graduated from 
the University of Plymouth with a first in 
international relations and politics focusing  
on security. Strangely for a man of action, his 
first job was as an assistant in the sales team 
of the Seiko Corporation in London. “I really 
didn’t like it there,” he says. “I had grown up 
through the Nineties when we had Bosnia,  

the break-up of the Soviet Union, conflicts in 
Africa. That is where my interests lay.”

Bevan returned to academia and a master’s 
in political science with international 
economics and law at the Graduate Institute 
of International and Development Studies  
in Geneva. “It was a redefining period in the 
traditional arms control debate. Weapons  
from the old Soviet bloc flooded the market, 
earning lots of money for cash-strapped 
eastern European economies and literally 
triggered insurgencies across the world.”

From there he cajoled the Small Arms 
Survey, which is attached to the Graduate 
Institute, to take him on to sort out its library.

After Uganda, Bevan headed a UN Group  
of Experts monitoring security in Côte d’Ivoire. 
The official line, peddled by a UN peacekeeping 
force, was that the rebel-controlled north  
and the government-controlled south were 
heading towards resolution of a decade-old 
conflict. “The evidence on the ground was that 
things were about to escalate. Both sides were 
re-arming and re-equipping. We reported  
it to the Security Council.” 

It was in Côte d’Ivoire that Bevan met his 
now wife, “G” [given the nature of his work, 
she prefers not to use her real name], in 2010 
at a peacekeeping mission social event in  
the country where she was working as a  
UN child protection officer. “James was very 
gentlemanly, interesting to talk to, and very 
interested in what I had to say. He said he was 
grateful for having the best job in the world.”

In New York, a special representative of the 
UN secretary-general summoned Bevan to a 
meeting. “He told me the peace process was on 
track. He wanted my team to keep quiet. Two 
months later it kicked off, as we predicted.”

When Bevan discovered – using a 
combination of long lenses, overflights and 
asking the man who refuelled the aircraft  
– that a Russian military transport plane  
was landing combat helicopter spares at a 
“closed” airport in Côte d’Ivoire, breaking a 
UN arms embargo, the Russians vetoed his 
reappointment to the Group of Experts. 

It was April 2011 and the best job in the 
world was over.

However, since 2008 Bevan had been 
drafting a new approach to tracing arms. 
Some UN panels were mapping supply routes 
and ordnance, but the work was often simply 
shoved into files. Nobody was identifying 
trends and sharing them. 

Bevan launched Conflict Armament 
Research late in 2011. He sold the house he 
had rebuilt in the mountains above Geneva, 
and he and his wife moved to a small rented 
flat in London. He self-financed investigations 
into Iranian ammunition supplies in Africa 
and rebel forces in northern Mali to show 
potential backers what CAR, still largely a 
one-man band, could do.

‘You get used to
being shot at. we 
trY to drive fast’

Bevan in his 
protective vest
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He won early funding from the Swiss 
government and then more substantial support 
from the EU and the German government, 
which continues. CAR has an annual turnover 
of £7 million, nearly all of which goes to pay 
for the fieldwork and salaries of 28 staff.

“For too long the international community 
has been blind to the fact that weapons are 
being diverted illegally,” says Bevan. “The first 
step in stopping this devastating proliferation 
is to identify weapons and munitions, because 
previously when manufacturers exported they 
had no idea what really happened to them. 
We are on the ground to identify problems 
and bring them to the notice of manufacturers 
and governments so they are more vigilant.”

There is no set blueprint for getting to  
work in a war zone. “Our usual approach  
is to government and begins with high-level 
meetings with a national security adviser or  
the ministry of defence. Often the EU assists  
by sending formal diplomatic communiqués  
to the parties concerned. Sometimes 
neighbouring governments, where we already 
have operations, make the introductions for us.” 
All but the most sensitive research is available 
on CAR’s database, iTrace, which “provides 
policymakers with the information required to 
understand weapon transfers in detail”.

But it is on the ground where the real 
detective work provides the evidence to lobby 
for change. Every cartridge, every shell tells  
a tale. In 2016 CAR examined boxes of 12.7 x 
99mm cartridges captured by Iraqi forces from 
an Islamic State convoy near Fallujah. Stamped 
into the head of each one was a series of 
figures and numbers: .50 F.N.B 82. Without 
having to look it up Bevan knew that 0.5  
was the calibre and 82 was 1982, the year 
of production. FNB was the manufacturer, 
Fabrique Nationale d’Herstal of Belgium. 

When it makes a find, CAR sends what  
it calls a trace request to manufacturers and 
governments asking for more information. 
“The Belgian authorities showed us two export 
licences to supply 1.5 million of those cartridges 
to Libya.” This initial export was legal.

“A bucketful of ammunition is like looking 
through a fossil record with evidence of all  
the different alliances and trading partners 
responsible for supplying it to any particular 
location. More than 60 per cent of Isis 
weapons examined by us were manufactured 
before 1990 – half of those came from Russia 
and China and more than a third from EU 
members states – but an increasing amount  
of ammunition dates from 2010.”

Increasingly, CAR gets co-operation and 
information from governments, particularly 
those in Eastern Europe, but also as far afield 
as India, from where terrorist groups have 
sourced detonators. Companies such as Toyota 
and Microsoft Mobile have assisted CAR, as 
have manufacturers of circuitry, chemicals, 

fertilisers and the electronic components used 
in improvised devices. 

Not all are accommodating. “The Turkish 
government will not let us in. That is not 
because of the vast amounts of chemicals used 
by Islamic State to make weapons we traced to 
suppliers in southern Turkey. It is because we 
work with the Kurdish YPG in Syria. Turkey 
now blocks us attending Nato meetings.” 

America’s UN ambassador, Nikki Haley, 
reproduced CAR’s logo and report when 
unveiling an Iranian missile used by Houthi 
rebels in Yemen in December 2017, but this 
was a rare occurrence for the US.

When CAR entered the Iraqi city of 
Ramadi in 2016 it was days after it had been 
liberated from Islamic State. After 850 US-led 
airstrikes in eight months, untold thousands 
had been killed and half a million civilians fled 
the former Isis stronghold on the banks of the 
Euphrates river 70 miles west of Baghdad. 

CAR inspected hundreds of mortar 
projectiles, armour-piercing IEDs and a cache 
of ammunition seized from Islamic State. 
What caught its team’s attention was a missile 
launcher tube just under 4ft long. It was for a 
9M111MB-1 anti-tank-guided weapon (ATGW), 
also known as a Fagot. Of Soviet design circa 
1970, it is still manufactured across former 
Warsaw Pact and now EU countries such as 
Hungary and Romania and can fire three 
rounds a minute from vehicles or tripods. 

They photographed the lot number on  
the casing. “Within that the number 11 was 
stamped inside two concentric circles, which 
told us it had come from Bulgaria,” Bevan 
says. “There was also a date code. It had been 
manufactured in 2015.”

Bevan took a flight to Sofia. “The foreign 
ministry was alarmed. It confirmed that it  
had exported a batch of missiles like this one 
legally to the US Department of the Army  
on December 12, 2015, and had an end-user 
certificate (EUC), which confirms that weapons 
cannot be transferred or re-exported without 
the express permission of the manufacturers.”

Nato and other armies, which use different 
calibre weapons, do legally buy Warsaw Pact 
calibre weaponry used by Russians and non-
state fighters, to war-game them against their 
own armour and systems. What is not legal is 

unlicensed re-export to third parties. The USA 
and Saudi Arabia – who have signed but not 
ratified the Arms Trade Treaty – have broken 
end-user agreements frequently.

“When we requested an explanation from 
the US government it refused to give one,” 
Bevan says. CAR then contacted the company 
– an arms dealer that provides “quality 
products and service” to US national law 
enforcement agencies – through which Bulgaria 
supplied the missile to the US army. “They told 
us in blunt terms, ‘We don’t share information.’”

As Bulgaria moves to stop this happening 
again, exactly how this missile was exported 
illegally from the States and ended up used 
against US-supported forces remains a 
mystery. Meanwhile, 20 per cent of anti-
armour rockets deployed by IS in Iraq and 
Syria were produced in EU states. 

The speed at which weapons move is 
alarming, Bevan says. “Missile 9M111MB-1 
went from Bulgaria via the US, and was then 
re-exported and diverted to Ramadi, within  
59 days of leaving the factory. 

“It’s fascinating, exciting, and we are doing 
some good,” Bevan says. “We have also found 
lists of Isis fighters which we are handing  
over to the relevant authorities. We supplied 
information leading to investigations and trials 
in Belgium and Iraq of those who have illegally 
supplied Islamic State. The information we 
hold is way beyond what US intelligence has.”

Bevan became a father for the first time at 
the end of 2017 and he and G, 37, have moved 
from their rented flat to a house in the home 
counties north of London. Even so, he is back 
in body armour three or four times a year.  
“You have to see what’s going on first-hand.”

“I always prefer to know where he’s going 
and I ask him to be very frank with me, even 
though I know he doesn’t tell me everything,” 
says G, who works part-time as a humanitarian 
child protection adviser at Save the Children. 
“Having worked in these environments myself 
for many years makes it easier for me to 
understand the risks. I always tell James, 
‘Remember you have a baby son now.’”

The “War Against Terror” is not over, Bevan 
reminds me. He was back to Iraq in January 
this year on a two-week mission taking a 
helicopter up the Euphrates valley to the Syrian 
border, one of the last Isis supply lines, which 
has still only been partially cleared. Wherever 
there was a battle he would drop in to pick  
up the pieces. “There are still a lot of heavily 
armed parties in Syria but as Islamic State 
moves from war-fighting to insurgency so our 
focus is going to be on IEDs.” 

All borders are porous, he points out. “I 
have (legally) transported two deactivated 
AKM assault rifles from Switzerland to the 
UK without any search of my car. If these had 
been live I would now be in possession of two 
illicit military weapons in the UK.” n

before a trip, his 
wife says, ‘don’t 
forget you have 
a baby son now’


